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Search for semiclassical gravity effects in relativistic stars

Daniel A. T. Vanzella* and George E. A. Matsas†

Instituto de Fı´sica Teo´rica, Universidade Estadual Paulista, Rua Pamplona 145, 01405-900, Sa˜o Paulo, SP, Brazil
~Received 10 June 1999; published 22 May 2000!

We discuss the possible influence of gravity in the neutronization processp1e2→nne , which is particularly
important as a cooling mechanism of neutron stars. Our approach is semiclassical in the sense that leptonic
fields are quantized on a classical background spacetime, while neutrons and protons are treated as excited and
unexcited nucleon states, respectively. We expect gravity to have some influence wherever the energy content
carried by the in state is barely above the neutron mass. In this case the emitted neutrinos would be soft enough
to have a wavelength of the same order as the space curvature radius.

PACS number~s!: 97.60.Jd, 04.40.Dg, 04.62.1v
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The inner structure of neutron stars has attracted the
tention of relativists and particle and nuclear physicists si
there still remain many subtle points to be better underst
~see, e.g.,@1#, and references therein!. It would be interest-
ing, thus, to investigate how gravity could influence quant
processes which occur in their interior. The gravitation
field may be of some significance to quantum phenom
wherever they involve particles with wavelengths of t
same order as the space curvature radius. Processes d
with soft particles are very promising since their wav
lengths may be arbitrarily large. Here we focus on the n
tronization process,p1e2→nne , which is an important
cooling mechanism for neutron stars with temperatures u
about 109 K. Our approach is essentially semiclassical in t
sense that leptonic fields are quantized on a classical b
ground spacetime, while neutrons and protons are treate
excited and unexcited nucleon states, respectively. We
use natural unitsG5\5c5kB51 throughout this paper.

Field quantization in the Schwarzschild spacetime is
easy to accomplish@2#. We shall simplify the problem by
simulating the Schwarzschild spacetime by a tw
dimensional noninertial frame described by the Rind
wedge. The Rindler wedge is a static spacetime defined
the line element

ds25a2u2dt22du2 ~1!

with 0,u,1` and 2`,t,1`, where a ‘‘character-
izes’’ the frame acceleration, i.e.,a[Aamam5const is the
proper acceleration of the world line which hast as its
proper time, namely,u5a21.

We would like to consider the case in which the nucleo
lie approximately static during the reaction at some fix
point in the star. In principle, this poses no problem since
whole process takes place in the presence of a medium
not in the vacuum. The location where the reaction happ
will be specified by the nucleon proper acceleration. Thus
our simplified model the reacting nucleons will be describ
by a uniformly accelerated current in the Rindler wedge w
constant proper accelerationa:
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j m5qumd~u2a21!, ~2!

whereq is a small coupling constant andum5(a,0) is the
nucleon four-velocity. Next, in order to allow the curre
above to describe the proton-neutron transition, we shall c
sider the nucleon as a two-level system@3#. In this vein,
neutronsun& and protonsup& will be excited and unexcited
eigenstates of the nucleon HamiltonianĤ:

Ĥun&5mnun&, Ĥup&5mpup&, ~3!

wheremn andmp are the neutron and proton masses, resp
tively. Hence current~2! will be replaced by

ĵ m5q̂~t!umd~u2a21!, ~4!

where q̂(t)[exp(iĤt)q̂0 exp(2iĤt) is a Hermitian mono-
pole. The two-dimensional Fermi constantGF[u^puq̂0un&u
59.918310213 is determined@4# by imposing that the mean
proper lifetime of inertial neutrons is 887 s@5#.

In order to calculate the neutronization rate we shall qu
tize the leptonic field in the Rindler wedge. The leptonic fie
is expressed as@6#

Ĉ~t,u!5 (
s56

E
0

1`

dv@ b̂vscvs~t,u!1d̂vs
† c2v2s~t,u!#,

~5!

where cvs(t,u)5 f vs(u)e2 ivt are positive (v.0) and
negative (v,0) frequency solutions of the Dirac equatio
with respect to the boost Killing field]/]t, with polariza-
tions s56. We recall that the absolute value of Rindl
frequencies may assume arbitrary positive real values
particular there are massive Rindler particles with arbitra
small frequencies.~See Ref.@7# for a discussion on zero
frequency Rindler particles.! Here

f v1~u!5A1S Kiv/a11/2~mu!1 iK iv/a21/2~mu!

0

2Kiv/a11/2~mu!1 iK iv/a21/2~mu!

0

D ,

~6!
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f v2~u!5A2S 0

Kiv/a11/2~mu!1 iK iv/a21/2~mu!

0

Kiv/a11/2~mu!2 iK iv/a21/2~mu!

D ,

~7!

wherem is the lepton mass and the normalization consta

A15A25Fm cosh~pv/a!

2p2a
G 1/2

~8!

were chosen such that the annihilation and creation opera
satisfy the following simple anticommutation relations

$b̂vs ,b̂v8s8
† %5$d̂vs ,d̂v8s8

† %5d~v2v8!dss8 , ~9!

$b̂vs ,b̂v8s8%5$d̂vs ,d̂v8s8%5$b̂vs ,d̂v8s8%

5$b̂vs ,d̂v8s8
† %50. ~10!

Now we are ready to calculate the neutronization am
tude

A5^nu ^ ^nvnsn
uŜI uevese

2 & ^ up&, ~11!

where we minimally couple the nucleon current~4! to the

leptonic fieldsĈe andĈn through the Fermi interaction ac
tion

ŜI5E d2xA2g ĵm~CR ngR
mĈe1CR egR

mĈn!. ~12!

In the Rindler wedgegR
m[(ea)mga with tetrads (e0)m

5u21d0
m and (ei)

m5d i
m , wherega are the usual Dirac ma

trices. By using Eq.~12! in Eq. ~11!, we obtain the following
amplitude:
12730
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Aac

5GFE
2`

1`

dteiDmt^nvnsn
uĈn

†~t,a21!Ĉe~t,a21!uevese

2 &,

~13!

whereDm[mn2mp . Next, by using Eq.~5! we obtain

Aac5GFdse ,sn
E

2`

1`

dteiDmtcvnsn

† ~t,a21!cvese
~t,a21!.

~14!

Using now explicitlycvs(t,u) to perform the integral, we
obtain

Aac5
4GF

pa
Amemn cosh~pve /a!cosh~pvn /a!

3Re@Kivn /a21/2~mn /a!Kive /a11/2~me/a!#dse ,sn

3d~ve2vn2Dm!. ~15!

This result will be used to calculate the total reaction r

Gac~a![
1

t̃
(

se56
(

sn56
E

0

1`

dveE
0

1`

dvnuA acu2nF~ve ,Te!

3@12nF~vn ,Tn!#, ~16!

where t̃52pd(0) is the total nucleon proper time@8#, and
nF(v,T)[1/@11exp(v/T)# is the usual fermionic therma
factor. We shall consider further two cases. In the first o
we assumeTe5109 K and Tn50 K, i.e., the neutron sta
would be cold enough to be transparent to the neutrinos
the second one, we assumeTe5Tn51010 K, i.e., electrons
and neutrinos would be in thermal equilibrium. By using E
~15! in Eq. ~16!, we obtain
Gac~a!5
4GF

2memn

p3a2 E
Dm

1`

dve

cosh@pve /a#cosh@p~ve2Dm!/a#exp@~ve2Dm!/2Tn#

cosh@ve/2Te#cosh@~ve2Dm!/2Tn#exp@ve/2Te#

3$Re@Ki (ve2Dm)/a21/2~mn /a!Kive11/2~me /a!#%2. ~17!

As a final step, we take the limitmn→0 in Eq. ~17! ~see Ref.@9#!:

Gac~a!5
GF

2me

p2a
E

Dm

1`

dve

cosh@pve /a#exp@~ve2Dm!/2Tn#

cosh@ve/2Te#cosh@~ve2Dm!/2Tn#exp@ve/2Te#
Kive /a11/2~me /a!Kive /a21/2~me /a!. ~18!
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In order to compare the reaction rate above with the us
one obtained in inertial frames, we calculate next the reac
rate fora50 using plain quantum field theory in Minkowsk
spacetime. This will be used also as a consistency ch
since we will compare it with thea→0 limit obtained from
Eq. ~18!.

Let us briefly outline the Minkowski calculation. The lep
tonic fields will be expressed in terms of the usu
Minkowski coordinates (t,z) as

Ĉ~ t,z!5 (
s56

E
2`

1`

dk@ b̂kscks
(1v)~ t,z!1d̂ks

† c2k2s
(2v) ~ t,z!#,

~19!

whereb̂ks andd̂ks
† are annihilation and creation operators

fermions and antifermions, respectively, with momentumk
and polarizations. In the inertial frame, energy, momentu
and mass m are related as usual:v5Ak21m2.0.
cks

(1v)(t,z) and cks
(2v)(t,z) are positive and negative fre

quency solutions of the Dirac equation with respect to]/]t,
respectively. In the Dirac representation~see, e.g., Ref.@8#!,
we find

ck1
(6v)~ t,z!5

ei (7vt1kz)

A2p S 6A~v6m!/2v

0

k/A2v~v6m!

0

D ~20!

and

ck2
(6v)~ t,z!5

ei (7vt1kz)

A2p S 0

6A~v6m!/2v

0

2k/A2v~v6m!

D , ~21!

where the normalization constants were chosen such tha
creation and annihilation operators satisfy

$b̂ks ,b̂k8s8
† %5$d̂ks ,d̂k8s8

† %5d~k2k8!dss8 ~22!

and

$b̂ks ,b̂k8s8%5$d̂ks ,d̂k8s8%5$b̂ks ,d̂k8s8%5$b̂ks ,d̂k8s8
† %50.

~23!

The neutronization amplitude for inertial nucleons in t
Minkowski spacetime,

Ain5GFE
2`

1`

dteiDmtcknsn

(1vn)†~ t,0!ckese

(1ve)
~ t,0!, ~24!

is calculated by using the interaction action~12! in Eq. ~11!,
wheregR

m is replaced by the usualgm Dirac matrices, and the

current is given byĵ m5q̂(t)vmd(z) with vm5(1,0). This
leads us straightforwardly to the following neutronizati
rate for inertial nucleons:
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1`

dke

e(ve2Dm)/Tn

~11eve /Te!@11e(ve2Dm)/Tn#
, ~25!

where mn50, L[ADm22me
2, and we recall thatve

[Ake
21me

2.
In order to clearly analyze the influence of the frame a

celeration on the neutronization process, let us use Eqs.~18!
and ~25! to define the following relative reaction rate:

R~a![
Gac~a!2G in

G in
. ~26!

FIG. 1. The relative reaction rateR(a) is plotted as a function
of the frame accelerationa for temperaturesTe5109 K and Tn

50 K. Note thatR(a→0)→0, as expected. After an oscillator
regime the relative reaction rate tends to the asymptotic va
R(a@Dm,Te)'27.2%. The maximum value reached byuR(a)u
is about 30%.

FIG. 2. The relative reaction rateR(a) is plotted as a function
of the frame accelerationa for temperaturesTe5Tn51010 K. After
an oscillatory regime the relative reaction rate tends to
asymptotic valueR(a@Dm,Te)'23.5%. The maximum value
reached byuR(a)u is about 10%.
3-3
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In Figs. 1 and 2 we plotR(a) for the two aforementioned
cases:~i! Te5109 K andTn50 K, and~ii ! Te5Tn51010 K.
First we note from the figures thatGac(a→0) is in agree-
ment with the expression obtained forG in sinceR(a→0)
→0. Figures 1 and 2 exhibit a complicated oscillatory p
tern up toa'1 MeV. Indeed, the frame acceleration pla
its most important role in this region:uR(a)u reaches abou
30% and 10% for cases~i! and ~ii !, respectively. For large
enough accelerations,a@Dm,Te , we obtain from Eq.~18!
an asymptotic expression forGac , namely,

Gac~a@Dm,Te!'
2GF

2

p E
Dm

1`

dve

3
e(ve2Dm)/Tn

~11eve /Te!@11e(ve2Dm)/Tn#
.

~27!

By using Eq. ~27! in Eq. ~26!, we can compute the
asymptotic relative reaction rate, namely,R(a@Dm,Te).
We find thatR(a@Dm,Te)'27.2% andR(a@Dm,Te)'
23.5% for cases~i! and ~ii !, respectively, i.e., according t
our toy model, ultrahigh accelerations damp the neutron
tion rate by a few percents.

In summary, we have looked for gravity effects in th
neutronization process which frequently occurs in the in
rior of neutron stars. The reaction rate obtained by mean
et

.

l

12730
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a simplified model exhibits a complicated oscillatory patte
up toa'1 MeV. Afterwards it tends to an asymptotic valu
which indicates that the reaction is somewhat damped.
note that proper accelerations of the ordera'1 MeV are
much beyond what would be expected in the interior of re
tivistic stars. Indeed a proton at the surface of a typical n
tron star with radiusR'104 m and massM'2M ( would
have a proper acceleration of abouta5M (1
22M /R)21/2/R2'10217 MeV. Thus, as far as our toy mode
is concerned, the gravitational field of a neutron star wo
play a negligible role in the neutronization process. We e
phasize, however, that only a four-dimensional Schwar
child calculation would be realistic enough to precisely d
termine the whole influence of gravity in the neutronizati
reaction and other similar processes. In a more realistic
culation, for instance, effects due to thespace curvatureit-
self, which is absent here, should show up wherever
emitted neutrinos are soft enough to ‘‘feel’’ the global bac
ground geometry. In this case, even reactions taking plac
the star core, wherea'0, would be influenced by gravity
More detailed investigations on the role played by gravity
particle processes taking place in relativistic stars would
welcome.
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